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Abstract

We investigate di¤erences in how consumers of �sh react to media infor-

mation about long term health e¤ects of eating �sh. We specify a dynamic

empirical model that allows for heterogeneity in all basic parameters of con-

sumer behavior as well as in how consumers react to information. We estimate

the model using a unique houshold panel tracking consumption, prices, news

stories and media habits over 24 quarters. Prior studies �nd/suggest that the

consumers most likely to be �rationally ignorant�of long term health e¤ects

are inattentive to health news. In contrast we �nd that these consumers react

more dramatically to health news than the consumers who most likely are

well informed.
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Key words: health information, consumer behaviour, pervasive hetero-
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1. Introduction

Most people rank news media as a primary source of information about diet-related

long term health bene�ts and risks (Brown and Walsh-Childers (2002); Verbeke

(2005); Greiner et al (2010)) yet the strength of demand reactions to such infor-

mation seems to vary substantially across di¤erent consumers1. This may re�ect

variation in preferences but it may also be the result of distorted reactions to news

on the part of some consumers. The latter is suggested by the widely accepted,

so called "rational ignorance" theory. The theory of the "rationally ignorant" con-

sumer (Swinnen et al (2005); McCluskey and Swinnen (2004)) posits that consumers

weigh the cost of acquiring and processing information against the expected gains

from optimizing their food consumption in accordance with this information. Thus

consumers who for example eat little of a given food may not �nd it worth while

to investigate about its health e¤ects nor to attend to health news, which implies

that their reactions to news are sub-optimal. However, though inattention to news

has been the main focus of most prior literature, "rational ignorance" could also

lead consumers to �over-react�to news about long term health e¤ects. The contri-

bution of our paper is that we use a unique panel data set to estimate the impact

of health news (on the consumption of di¤erent types of �sh) using a model that

quite generally allows the e¤ect of news and other key behavioral parameters to be

heterogeneous across individual households. Prior studies �nd that consumption of

�sh and knowledge of long term health e¤ects of eating them are correlated (e.g.

Verbecke et al 2007, Pieniak et al 2008) and our results indicate this correlation in

our sample as well. Like prior studies our results are consistent with many con-

sumers being rationally ignorant. However, in contrast to prior literature we �nd

that the consumers most likely to be �rationally ignorant�in our data sample appear

to �over-react�to news rather than being inattentive to it.

We consider how the allocation of consumption between two types of �sh (fatty

and lean �sh)2 is a¤ected by two types of news concerning �sh. The �rst type of news

is presented as generic to all types of �sh. Examples include a newspaper reporting

that ��sh mongers are selling old �sh�or a television report on a government study

1A number of studies on public information campaigns, published scienti�c articles and mass
media stories have found that information about long term health e¤ects have signi�cant but
relatively small e¤ects on food demand (Kim and Chern (1999); Brown and Schrader (1990);
Chang and Kinnucan (1991); Rickertsen et al (2003); Adhikari (2006); Tonsor et al (2010); Smed
(2012)). The few studies invastigating this �nd that such reactions are heterogenous (Shimshack
et al, 2007; Smed and Jensen, 2005; Smed, 2012, Smed and Andersen, 2012).

2The only other empirical study that focuses speci�cally on how information a¤ects �sh con-
sumption is Shimshack et al, 2007. In addition, there are a number of experimental studies on how
information a¤ects consumers�valuation of �sh (for example, Roosen et al, 2009; Verbeke, 2008).
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stating that �it is healthier to eat more �sh and less meat�. The second type of news

item concerns the relative healthiness of fatty �sh versus lean �sh. Here there are

two main components; positive information stating that fatty �sh contains omega-3

fatty acids3 and the negative information stating that fatty �sh contain dioxins.

The data we use are drawn from a Danish consumer panel that follows a sample of

households for 24 quarters from 1997(1) to 2002(4). This time period is characterized

by a steady load of health news with varying intensity but nothing resembling a food

scare.

In order to investigate di¤erences in how consumers use information we specify

and estimate a dynamic parametric demand model that allows for heterogeneity

in all of the parameters of consumer behavior (�pervasive heterogeneity�). We also

allow that the individual parameters are codependent.; this allows us to investigate

whether, for example, heavy purchasers of one type of �sh react more to informa-

tion than light users. We employ a nonlinear parametric factor model to characterize

the joint distribution of the individual random parameters. The parameters of this

joint distribution are estimated using indirect inference; Gouriéroux, Phillips and Yu

(2010) provide the theoretical basis for indirect inference as a bias reduction method

for dynamic panel models. As always, modelling the initial values is critical for a dy-

namic process; here we follow Chamberlain (1980) andWooldridge (2005) and model

the initial value parametrically and then condition all subsequent heterogeneity on

the initial value.

Additionally, we show how, within our model, the impact of news can be directly

related to an equivalent price change that would have the same impact. This allows

us to interpret and compare reactions to information for di¤erent consumers in a

clear and consistent way.

A number of empirical studies �nd substantial heterogeneity in consumers�be-

havior in self-reported use of health information labels (e.g. Grünert and Wills,

2007; Gutherie et al, 1995 and Nayga and Rodolfo, 1996) and in self reported reac-

tions to information (e.g. Variyam et al, 1996; Ippolito and Mathios, 1990; Chern

and Zuo, 1995; Kornelis et al, 2007) as well as in observed reactions to information

(Shimscack et al, 2007; Smed and Jensen, 2004; Smed, 2012, Smed and Andersen,

2012). However, only a handful of studies have tried to investigate this heterogeneity

using panel data estimation on household food consumption. Verbeke and Ward,

(2001) and Smed (2012), use micro panel data but these studies only allow for het-

erogeneous ��xed e¤ects� in expenditure patterns (levels di¤er), while the impact

3There is an almost linear relationship between the amount of omega 3 fatty acids and the total
amount of fat in �sh.
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of information is assumed to be homogeneous. Schimscack (2007) and Smed and

Andersen (2012) use micro panel data to investigate heterogeneity in the reactions

to information between di¤erent groups of consumers while assuming that within

group behavior is homogenous. To our knowledge the present study is the �rst to

estimate a model that allows both the impact of health information and other core

behavioral parameters to be heterogeneous across individual consumers. In addition

to basic preference parameters, we allow both short and long run information im-

pacts to vary across individual households. Estimation of this rich model of health

information use is made possible by our long consumer panel with a unique com-

bination of detailed registration of purchase behavior and comprehensive data on

information �ows to households.

We �nd that the consumers who most likely are �rationally ignorant�react more

dramatically to news than the consumers who most likely are well informed and

our results suggest that this is an over-reaction. Thus in our sample it appears

that �rational ignorance�leads to overreaction to news rather than to inattention.

This �nding may be of interest to policy makers since it suggests that there may be

a signi�cant segment of ignorant consumers who tend to overreact to information

about long term health e¤ects. This could, for example, be important to consider

when issuing public health warnings about food or when designing food marketing

regulations such as the EU regulations currently being implemented which will allow

food producers to make health claims on their products.

In the next section we discuss the theory of information that underpins our model

and allows us to interpret the results. In the following sections we develop our model

of demand and information, our estimation method and present our data. We then

present our results and conclude the paper.

2. Theory about how consumers react to health news

The common starting point for theories about how consumers use information is

that processing information and making decisions is costly. The core of �rational

ignorance�theory (Swinnen et al (2005); McCluskey and Swinnen (2004)) is that

consumers may remain uninformed because the costs of processing information and

making decisions are larger then the expected gains. The heuristic-systematic model

of information processing (Chaiken, 1980) and the Elaboration Likelihood Model of

Persuasion (Petty and Cacioppo,1986), originating from psychology and behavioral

science, perceive consumers as having two di¤erent information processing strategies

at their disposal: a careful/precise processing strategy, requiring more e¤ort, and a
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fast/imprecise strategy, requiring less e¤ort. Though both theories have a greater

focus on decision errors, automatic behavioral reactions and persistent �irrationality�

they can also be interpreted as the result of a cost/bene�t based choice regarding

how much e¤ort to put into information processing.

These theories suggest that everyday purchase decisions, such as choosing be-

tween fatty and lean �sh, use simpli�ed heuristic information processing because

the costs of systematic processing are relatively large compared to what is at stake

in the given purchasing situation. Furthermore, the heuristic processing of similar

news items is likely to be linked over time and will likely also depend critically on

what implications the received news has for her. Thus consumers may di¤er qual-

itatively in how a speci�c type of news in�uences their purchasing behavior; they

may di¤er in how they weigh current news relative to past news items of the same

type and they may di¤er in the strength of their reaction. For example, a health

conscious consumer who eats a lot of fatty �sh and periodically receives media infor-

mation that �fatty �sh contains dioxin�is likely to �nd it worthwhile to investigate

about what implications dioxin in fatty �sh has for her and her family. News items

received by consumers with a good understanding of the health implications are in-

terpreted in this light and they may trigger a �heuristic�decision process consistent

with this background knowledge. Such a consumer may also make the e¤ort to re-

member past news items and use them e¢ ciently (in a fashion resembling Bayesian

updating) when making her consumption choice. Even though this consumer does

not undertake a systematic information search and processing each time she gets

new information, her day-to-day behavior may give a similar result since the �rule

of thumb�guiding her is based on a sound background understanding of what these

news items imply.

In contrast, other consumers may not have found it worthwhile to invest e¤ort in

understanding what implications such news has or to invest e¤ort in remembering

news items about fatty �sh received in the past. Such consumers may therefore use

di¤erent rules of thumb for interpreting news than consumers who have invested

in background knowledge. Which rule of thumb they use may depend critically on

why they have not found it worthwhile to invest in background knowledge or in

remembering past news items.

For consumers who are uninterested in health, it is rational not to invest in

background knowledge. It also seems logical that their lack of concern will lead to

�rational inattention�to health news and hence the �rule of thumb�for such consumers

would be to not react. This reaction pattern (rational inattention) has been the

focus for much of the literature cited above which tries to understand why many
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consumers appear not to react to nutrition and health information provided by the

authorities.

Other consumers might be concerned about health, but do not �nd it worthwhile

to investigate fatty �sh because they rarely eat this type of �sh. Here it is not obvious

that rational ignorance will lead to �rational inattention�. If such a consumer receives

news that �fatty �sh contain dioxins�she will be alarmed if she is considering to buy

fatty �sh because she is concerned about health. In fact she may be unduly alarmed

if she does not recall past (positive) news items about fatty �sh. Further, realizing

that she has little solid knowledge about the health implications of dioxin in fatty

�sh, she may base the �rule of thumb�guiding her reaction to such news on this

uncertainty. If she is risk averse, she will attach a higher utility weight to negative

outcomes and a �rational� rule of thumb reaction might be to base the demand

reaction on a pessimistic (�worst case�) evaluation of the implications of the received

news item. In this case �rational�ignorance could lead to �rational overreaction�to

current news. An example of this is reported by Verbeke et al. (2002) and Verbeke

and Ward (2006). Here a widely publicized incident of dioxin poisoning of beef

sold in Belgium caused a substantial decline in demand by consumers. The authors

document that many consumers were uncertain about the health risk caused by the

incident and presumably many consumers perceived a cost of remaining �ignorant�.

Yet only a few consumers were reported to engage in an active information search as

a result. Instead many consumers chose to remain �ignorant�and to reduce their beef

consumption based on their objectively pessimistic prior evaluations of the implied

health risk even though they realized this evaluation was uncertain.

In our case we consider the substitution reactions of consumers, who receive

news that is easily identi�ed as concerning fatty �sh and news that presents itself

as concerning �sh generally4. We cannot identify an �objectively correct�reaction to

general news. This is because general news applies to both types of �sh whereby its

relative importance for each will depend on the consumers prior perception of their

relative healthiness. If, for example, a consumer is mainly concerned about her own

weight and for this reason perceives lean �sh as healthier than fatty �sh she may

correctly interpret general information about the healthiness of �sh as a reminder

that eating especially lean �sh is a good idea. On the other hand a consumer

mainly concerned about getting enough Omega3 fatty acids may correctly interpret

the same general information as a reminder that eating especially fatty �sh is a good

idea.

In contrast some consumer reactions to fatty �sh news can clearly be charac-

4There is virtually no news in our data that clearly presents itself as being only about lean �sh.
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terized as �objectively incorrect�. Consumers who interpret news in the objectively

correct way will know that fatty �sh news concerns fatty �sh and if they react they

will react to positive news by substituting toward fatty �sh. A substitution reaction

in the opposite direction is therefor a clear indication that the consumer is interpret-

ing the news incorrectly and so must to some extent be ignorant of the health e¤ects

of eating fatty �sh. However, ignorant consumers may also exhibit reactions to this

type of news that are not clearly identi�able as �objectively incorrect�. Ignorant

consumers may, for example, be inattentive or they may react in the �objectively

correct�direction but overreact to the information they receive.

We are interested in comparing how well informed consumers react to news with

how ignorant consumers react. We expect that the more fatty �sh a consumer eats

the more likely she is to have invested e¤ort in becoming knowledgeable about the

health e¤ects of eating fatty �sh because the incentive to investigate about fatty

�sh is greater for consumers who eat a lot of fatty �sh. Prior studies surveying �sh

consumers on their knowledge about health e¤ects of eating �sh �nd this correlation

(e.g. Verbecke et al 2007, Pieniak et al 2008) and our results suggest that this is also

the case in our sample. We further expect the reaction to news of knowledgeable

consumers to be more objectively correct then the reactions of ignorant consumers.

On the other hand, we have no clear prior expectation about how ignorant (less

knowledgeable) consumers will react to news. Many earlier studies seem to �nd

(or assume) that ignorant consumers will be inattentive to news and exhibit no

reaction. However, as discussed above overreactions to news are also consistent

with the underlying theory if consumers are ignorant for other reasons than being

unconcerned about health. We �nd evidence of such over-reactions in our study.

The rich landscape of possible reactions to news makes our empirical investiga-

tion a challenge. For example, some consumers may exhibit little reaction to current

news because they are not concerned about health and therefor inattentive while

others react in the same way because they are concerned and knowledgeable con-

sumers using Bayesian updating and therefore give relatively little weight to current

news compared to past news (�strong priors�) when they react. Our ambition is to

di¤erentiate knowledgeable from ignorant consumers and to understand how their

reactions to health information di¤er. To do this the model we estimate must al-

low consumers who prefer fatty �sh and consumers who prefer lean �sh to react

di¤erently to current as well as past news. We therefore specify and estimate an

empirical model that, in addition to heterogeneity in basic consumer preferences,

allows for heterogeneity across consumers in all three dimensions of the e¤ect of

news discussed above (its direction, its scale and the relative importance of current
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and past news).

3. The demand model for one individual

3.1. Baseline budget shares

We consider the demand for two goods: fatty �sh and lean �sh. We assume that

preferences over the two types of �sh are separable from all other goods. Denoting

the quantities of the two goods by qf and ql, respectively, we assume that the sub-

utility function for �sh takes the Cobb-Douglas form:

v (qf ; ql) = (qf )
� (ql)

1�� (3.1)

where the parameter � controls the taste for fatty �sh relative to lean �sh. Denote

absolute prices by pf and pl, respectively, and total expenditure on �sh by x. The

budget constraint is:

pfqf + plql = x (3.2)

The budget share for fatty �sh is given by:

! =
pfqf
x

= � (3.3)

This implies that budget shares are independent of the level of total expenditure

(homotheticity) and relative prices; in the empirical section we provide tests for

these strong assumptions. We allow � to vary from period to period due to taste

shocks, seasonality and health news; denote the value in period t by �t. This gives

a censored model in which the budget share for fatty �sh in period t is given by:

!t = min (1;max (�t; 0)) (3.4)

3.2. The news indices

We construct two indices for news concerning the healthiness of �sh. The �rst is

an index that re�ects general information on �sh that is not clearly identi�ed as

being about either fatty or lean �sh. For example, a news item that states that

"�shmongers are selling old �sh" would be negative general news whereas an item

states that "it is healthy to eat more �sh and less meat" would be positive general

news. The general net index in period t is denoted ~gt; it is calculated as the number

of good news items minus the number of bad news items; fuller details are given

in the data section below. The second set of news items are clearly identi�ed as
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being about fatty �sh. Here negative news is generally about poisonous dioxins

which accumulate in the fatty tissue in fatty �sh. Positive news usually concerns

the presence of omega-3 fatty acids in fatty �sh. We denote the net count variable

by ~dt. In the empirical analysis, the indices are household speci�c (details are

given below) so that identi�cation of the impact of news depends partly on the

cross-section (between) variation and partly on the time series variation within each

household.

The values of the two raw net indices vary between �15 and +10. For the

empirical analysis, we take a transformation of the two count net measures to give

a decreasing marginal impact of news. Speci�cally, we take:

gt = tanh (~gt=5)

dt = tanh
�
~dt=5

�
(3.5)

This symmetric transformation bounds the gt and dt variables to between �1 and
+1, with a value of zero if the net number of news items is equal to zero. With this

transformation, a change in ~gt from zero to one gives a change in gt of approximately

0:2 which is the same change in ~gt if we go from 5 to 10 items of raw net news.

3.3. Incorporating news

The general form we take for the evolution of � over time is a �rst order auto-

regressive model:

�t = (�+ �mt + � (t� 1)) (1� �) + ��t�1 + �dt + gt + �"t with � 2 [�1; 1] (3.6)

where mt is a dummy for the �rst quarter (the other quarters were not signi�cantly

di¤erent from each other) and � captures a linear trend. The random variable "t is a

serially uncorrelated taste shifter which is assumed standard Normally distributed.

The parameters (�; ) give the consumer�s perception of the impact of the two types

of news on preferences.5 If � is positive, then more positive news about fatty �sh

will increase the contemporaneous demand for fatty �sh. Finally, � captures how

important the consumer perceives past news to be for current preferences.

We have three cases to consider (where we set mt = "t = � = 0 for a cleaner

exposition). If � = 0, then we have a static model:

�t = �+ �dt + gt (3.7)

5In the empirical analysis we develop a Lagrange multiplier (LM) test that indicates that more
complicated dynamics in the impact of news are not needed.
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in which news has a contemporaneous impact but is �forgotten�in the next period in

which tastes revert to �. The extreme converse is the unit root case in which � = 1.

This gives:

�t = �t�1 + �dt + gt (3.8)

In this case, no news again leaves tastes unchanged. However, positive news would

cumulate and would lead to a permanently higher level of the taste for fatty �sh

(a �unit root�). This speci�cation has some of the �avor of Bayesian updating since

current news leads to an adjustment of beliefs about the healthiness of �sh (as

encapsulated in the value of �t), with no adjustment if there is no (net) news.

If � 2] � 1; 1[ we have the stationary case in which tastes revert to the mean
with some adjustment (if � 6= 0). In the stationary case, the impact of news dies

away and with no news, tastes revert to the �mean�given by �, with the speed of

reversion ("forgetting") governed by �. Given a short run impact of �, the long

impact is given by:

�LR =
�

1� �
(3.9)

This implies that the e¤ect of a permanent change in the news loading6 is greater

than the instantaneous e¤ect if and only if � is positive. Thus a positive value for �

implies a �moderated�immediate reaction to news which builds up to a larger long

run e¤ect as the permanent shift in the news loading materializes. A negative value

on the other hand implies an �exaggerated�immediate reaction which is moderated

over time even though the loading increase persists.

3.4. A price interpretation for news

Incorporating news as in (3.6) allows a clear interpretation of the news coe¢ cients.

For simplicity, consider the static model (3.7) with no general news. Assume an inte-

rior solution so that the budget share, !, is equal to � and drop the time subscripts.

Taking logs of both sides (3.3) of and substituting by (3.7) we have:

ln qf = ln (�+ �d+ g) + lnx� ln pf (3.10)

Considering a change in the news index and the log price and evaluating at d = g = 0,

we have:

� ln qf =
�

�
�d+



�
�g �� ln pf (3.11)

6An increase in the news loading of the current and all future periods.
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A change in the raw fatty news level, ~d, from zero to one item, gives �d = 0:2.

Setting the (interior) budget share ! = �, this in turn leads to an increase in the

demand for the good of 100 �
�
0:2 �

!

�
%. The same increase in demand would have

been given by a 100 �
�
0:2 �

!

�
% decrease in the price of fatty �sh. Thus we can

interpret the e¤ect of news as though it was a price change. To illustrate, values of

� = 0:1 and ! = 0:3 give that going from zero to one raw news item would have the

same e¤ect as a 6:6% price fall.

4. Heterogeneity

4.1. Allowing for pervasive heterogeneity

We now address how to introduce heterogeneity into the models above. The struc-

ture we develop allows for the possibility that high users of fatty �sh (relative to

lean �sh) may be more responsive to news concerning fatty �sh. On the other hand,

such users might be well informed (having �tight priors�) and be less responsive to

news. This is also possible in our model.

We allow that all of the parameters in (3.6) may be idiosyncratic, except for the

trend.7 The speci�cation for household h is given by:

�ht = (�h + �hmt + � (t� 1)) (1� �h) + �h�h;t�1 + �hdht + hght + �h"ht (4.1)

for t = 2; ::T . This speci�cation has six structural parameters per household, that

are allowed to be heterogenous:

(�h; �h; h; �h; �h; �h) (4.2)

and one common parameter for the trend, �. We refer to the parameters as model

parameters since they govern the evolution of budget shares for a given household.

Our primary focus of interest is the joint distribution of the news parameters (; �)

but we must also allow that these may be statistically dependent with the other

parameters. If we had a very long panel (T ' 100, for example), we could estimate
the parameters for each household and then take the empirical distribution as the

joint distribution. Since we only have 24 observations per household, we resort to a

random coe¢ cients model.
7Tests for heterogeneous trends did not indicate that this was required.
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4.2. The random coe¢ cients structure

In a dynamic model such as (4.1) we have to specify the �rst observation, �h1. To

do this we follow Chamberlain (1980) and Wooldridge (2005) and �rst model the

initial observation and then condition further heterogeneity on these values. We

model the initial observation as:

�h1 = �0 + � 01zh + exp (�2) sinh (c3 + exp(c4)"h1) (4.3)

where zh is a vector of demographics observed in the �rst period. The four demo-

graphics we include are the age and education of the main shopper and two family

structure variables: a dummy for only one adult in the household and the number

of dependent children present at the beginning of the sample period. The variable

"h1 is a standard Normal, assumed independent of everything else and the exp (�2)

is to ensure that the standard deviation is positive. The sinh transformation for the

residual is a convenient generalization of the normal; see Hansen, McDonald and

Theodossiou (2007). The parameters c3 and c4 control the skewness and kurtosis

respectively; if c3 = 0 and exp(c4) is small, then this transformation gives a close

approximation to a normal distribution.

To allow for heterogeneity in the parameters in the dynamic process, (4.1), we

employ a two factor structure.8 Let �h1 and �h2 be independent standard Normals.

We parameterize using the following semi-triangular structure:

�h = �10 + �11�h1 + exp ( 11) sinh (c3 + exp(c4)�h1)

�h = 2 � ` (�20 + �21�h1 +  21�h1 + exp ( 22) �h2)� 1
�h = exp (�30 + �31�h1 +  31�h1 +  32�h2)

�h = �40 + �41�h1 +  41�h1 +  42�h2

h = �50 + �51�h1 +  51�h1 +  52�h2

�h = �60 + �61�h1 +  61�h1 +  62�h2 (4.4)

where ` (y) = ey= (1 + ey) is the inverse logistic function so that � 2 (�1; 1).9 This
structure imposes that (�; ; �) are Normally distributed and that the standard

deviations, �h, are log-Normally distributed. Note that we use the same common

parameters c3 and c4 for the non-normality of the mean as for the starting values.10

The equations (4.3) and (4.4) give a nonlinear random coe¢ cients model. We

8Preliminary investigations showed that two factors were enough.
9This explicitly rules out that anyone has a unit root. The empirical results below decisively

reject the hypothesis that anyone has a unit root.
10Tests for this restriction did not reject.
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refer to the parameters (�0; � 01; �2; c3; c4; �10; :: 62) as distribution parameters since

they characterize the joint distribution of the model parameters. The terms �i1
allow that the ith model parameter may be correlated with the initial value. The

�cross terms� ij for j 6= i allow for dependence between the model parameters.

4.3. Simulating the evolution of budget shares

To estimate we use a simulation based estimator. This requires us to simulate

series of T budget shares for H synthetic households11 for a given set of values for

(�0; �
0
1; �2), (�10; :: 62) and the common parameters (�; c3; c4). We do this by using

the following steps for household h:

1. Draw values for independent N (0; 1) random variables "ht for t = 1; 2; ::T and

h = 1; :::H. Then draw 2H values independent N (0; 1) random variables for

f�h1; �h2g.

2. Use the "h1�s, the values of zh, the values of (�0; � 01; �2) and (c3; c4) and equation

(4.3) to generate initial values f�11; ::�H1g.

3. Use the �h1�s; the �h1�s and the values of (�10; :: 63) to generate 6H values for

the (�h; �h; �h; h; �h; �h) model parameters.

4. Use (�h; �h; �h; h; �h; �h) and � to generate series for f�h2; ::�hTg, using (4.1).

5. Given the series f�h1; ::�hTg, generate budget shares series f!h1; !h2; ::!hTg
using (3.4).

5. Estimation method

5.1. Indirect inference

We estimate the distribution parameters using indirect inference. Gouriéroux, Phillips

and Yu (2010) derive the properties of the indirect inference estimator in the con-

text of a fully parametric dynamic panel model. Indirect inference requires us to

specify auxiliary parameters (ap�s) that will be matched between the actual data

and the simulated data. There are two principal criteria for the choice of auxiliary

parameters. First, they should be quick to calculate since they are embedded in an

optimization routine. For example, in the individual regressions speci�ed below we

11In practice, we replicate the data R times so that we have R�H simulated households. Setting
R = 1 here is for expositional clarity.
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use OLS for censored regressions rather than iterative maximum likelihood proce-

dures. Second, the auxiliary parameters should be related to the distribution factors.

This does not require any particular auxiliary parameter to be a H-consistent esti-

mator of a given distribution parameter but only that the Jacobian of the function

from the distribution parameters to the auxiliary parameters (the �binding func-

tion�) is of full rank. A necessary condition for this is that we have at least as many

auxiliary parameters as distribution parameters.

The �rst set of ap�s we calculate is to provide ap�s for the parameters of the

initial conditions in (4.3). To do this we regress the mean of the �rst period budget

shares on the four demographic variables:

!h1 = b0 + b1z1h + :::b4z4h + �h (5.1)

We also calculate the standard deviation of the estimated OLS residuals, �̂h,

which we denote b̂5. We record the parameters
�
b̂0; b̂1; ::b̂4

�
and also the vector of

predicted residuals:

�̂h = !h1 �
�
b̂0 + b̂1z1h + :::b̂4z4h

�
(5.2)

This captures the initial distribution net of observable variation.

To capture the dynamics we run an AR (1) regression for each household and

then use statistics based on the set of individual parameters. Speci�cally, we �rst

run the analogue of (4.1) without the common trend (the latter is dealt with below):

!ht = ah1 + ah2dt + ah3mt + ah4gt + ah5!h;t�1 + uht (5.3)

for each individual household, h = 1; ::H and for t = 2; ::T . The estimates are

denoted (âh1; âh2; âh3; âh4; âh5). These are, of course, biased estimates of the para-

meters in (4.1). There are two primary sources of bias. The �rst is the familiar

small-T bias for time series AR models. The second source of bias is that these re-

gressions take no account of the censoring at zero and unity. The virtue of indirect

inference is that the bias is the same for the simulated data as for the actual data. In

this sense, indirect inference provides a bias reduction technique for dynamic panel

data models (see Gouriéroux, Phillips and Yu (2010)).

For each household, we record the �ve regression coe¢ cients and the standard

deviation of the OLS error term:

ûht = !ht � (âh1 + âh2dt + âh3mt + âh4gt + âh5!h;t�1) (5.4)

which we denote âh6. Together with the residual from the initial value regression,
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this gives seven �primary�values for each household:n
âh1; âh2; âh3; âh4; âh5; âh6; �̂h

o
(5.5)

These provide the principal source for estimating the distribution parameters.

A further set of individual statistics are then calculated to provide (LM style)

diagnostic tests for our speci�cation. Speci�cally, we record the within household

correlation between ûht and a linear trend, log relative prices, log total expenditure

and the lagged values of the two news series:

correlation between ûht and
�
t� 1; ln

�
pat
plt

�
; ln (xht) ; ûht�1; dt�1; gt�1

�
(5.6)

The trend is to allow us to estimate the common trend (�)in the model. The next

two statistics will pick up any price or income e¤ects on budget shares; this is to

check the validity of the Cobb-Douglas assumption. The fourth correlation is the

�rst order auto-correlation of the estimated residuals which allows for the possibility

that we may have an incorrect dynamic speci�cation. Finally, the two lagged news

variables will pick up if there are any e¤ects of past news that are not accounted

for by the dynamics in (4.1). This gives an additional six values for each household;

denote these fĉh1; :::ĉh6g respectively.
To construct auxiliary parameters we take the mean and standard deviation of

each of fâh1; âh2; âh3; âh4; âh5; âh6g12 and the means of fĉh1; :::ĉh6g. This gives 18
auxiliary parameters, denoted f�1; ..�18g. To pick up any codependency between the
model parameters and between these and the initial value, we also record the corre-

lations between
n
âh1; âh2; âh3; âh4; âh5; âh6; �̂h

o
; this gives an additional 21 auxiliary

parameters; denoted f�19; ..�39g.
Finally, we also calculate two ap�s that are designed to check that our estimation

of the extent of censoring �ts the aggregate number of censored values over the

whole sample. These ap�s are �smoothed�means of the dummies for being zero or

unity. Speci�cally, we take:

�40 =
1

HT

X
h

X
t

[2 � (1� � (20 � wht))]

�41 =
1

HT

X
h

X
t

[2 � (1� � (20 � (1� wht)))] (5.7)

where � (:) denotes the cdf of the standard Normal. The cdf � (20 � wht) is equal to
12The mean of the initial regression residuals is zero and the standard deviation is already given

by b̂5 above.
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0:5 if wht = 0; between 0:5 and 1 for values very close to zero and e¤ectively unity if

wht is above a small positive value. Thus �40 (respectively, �41) is strictly increasing

in the number of values close to zero (respectively, unity).

To these auxiliary parameters we append the six initial value parameters
n
b̂0; b̂1; ::b̂5

o
,

denoted f�42; ..�47g.
These 47 statistics give a rich description of the across time and across household

variation in the data. To �t the parameters of the model we use the 42 ap�s associated

with the primary set of values:

f�1; ::�7; �13; ::�47g (5.8)

This always gives an over-identi�ed (OI) model for the parameters in (4.3) and (4.4).

We use the remaining 5 ap�s:

f�8; :::�12g (5.9)

as conventional goodness of �t (GF) measures (�moment tests�). We thus have two

tests of the speci�cation: the OI test statistic and the GF test statistic.

5.2. Allowing for sampling e¤ects

The scheme just described needs modi�cation to take account of two aspects of the

sampling and simulation. First, we do not observe �sh purchases in every period for

all households. Consequently we cannot construct budget shares for every house-

hold/period. To deal with this we replace missing values for budget shares with the

mean of the non-missing values for that household. This induces an obvious bias in

estimation toward �nding a more stationary process than actually holds. When we

simulate, we replicate each household in the sample R times. For each simulated

household we put the budget share to �missing value�in the same periods as for the

actual household being replicated. Thus the simulated data has the same bias as

the actual data when we �ll in missing values with the mean budget share. Thus

the use of indirect inference allows us to deal with this sampling issue in an e¤ective

(albeit, ine¢ cient) way.

The second sampling issue is that in the data we have 16 households who never

buy fatty �sh and in the simulated data we may have households that never buy

or only buy fatty �sh. Clearly the presence of such households does not allow us

to run individual regressions for every household as in the previous sub-section.

One option would be to drop the households that always have a zero budget share

but this introduces a sample selection bias into the estimation procedure; that some

households are never moved to buy fatty �sh even if there is positive news about it is
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a potentially important element of the analysis. To account for this, we retain these

households and modify the construction of the ap�s. Speci�cally, for households that

always have zero budget share we e¤ectively replace the value in the 12th period by

0:01 when calculating the OLS parameters in (5.3). In practice, we use a smoothed

version of this in which replacement is made smoothly conditional on the mean

budget share. There is e¤ectively no replacement if the mean is above 0:01 and

there is full replacement if the mean is zero. For small values of the mean budget

share, the replacement is a convex combination of the mean and zero. Once again

this modi�cation introduces a bias but, as before, the bias is the same for the actual

data as for the simulated data.

6. Data

The data we use in our analysis are provided by GfK Consumerscan Scandinavia

Denmark13, which maintains, among other activities, a consumer panel. Households

in the panel report purchases of foods and other staples in terms of quantity, price

and other product characteristics. Each purchase diary is �lled in by the diary

keeper and is sent to GfK on a weekly basis. About 20 per cent of the households

leave the panel each year with exiting households being replaced by a similar type

of household. For each shopping trip the diary keeper reports: the day of the week

and time of the day, the name of the store, who participated in the trip and the

total expenditure on the trip. For almost all goods in all periods the value and

volume of the product is recorded. For weeks in which the particular household

does not hand in a purchase diary we input the average weekly consumption for this

particular household within the same quarter. We aggregate the data to quarterly

observations and the data covers the period from �rst quarter 1997 to the fourth

quarter 2002, in total 24 quarters.

Additionally to the purchase data, the households complete an annual question-

naire on their background, including social and demographic characteristics (family

size, age, number of children, level of education, region, income etc.); media habits

(for example, their preferred newspapers and magazines and the frequency of reading

these) together with several attitude questions concerning food consumption.

By combining the households media habits with indices on media coverage of the

health consequences of �sh consumption, household exposure to new information can

be dated. The indices are based on an extensive search in a database Infomedia,

covering all types of articles in Danish newspapers and broadcasts on the two major

13GfK Consumerscan Scandinavia, see http://www.gfk.dk
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Danish TV channels. Firstly four indices are constructed; a positive and a nega-

tive index about �sh consumption in general as well as a positive and a negative

index speci�c for the consumption of fatty �sh. The positive index for general �sh

consumption is based on all articles that in some way mention that �sh is healthy

whereas the negative index is based on all article that in some way mention the ad-

verse health consequences of �sh consumption in general. An example of the former

would be an article that mentions that �sh contains less fat than meat or that �sh

contains healthy vitamins and minerals. An example of a negative article would be

an article that stated that �sh mongers are selling old �sh or that �sh might contain

coloring or other pollutants. The positive and negative fatty �sh index are based

on articles where the health e¤ects are clearly attributed to fatty �sh in the news

item14. The negative index for fatty �sh is mainly about dioxin contamination of

fatty �sh, whereas the positive index is mainly about healthy omega3 saturated fats

in fatty �sh.

When we aggregate the information data to quarterly observations, we take

account for if the article is in the newspapers in the beginning, the middle or in the

end of each quarter by constructing a �oating index. Speci�cally we give full weight

to a report in the �rst month of a quarter and decreased weight to the two months

before and after the �rst month. For example, for quarter II (months 4 � 6) the
�oating index is constructed as:

fII =
1

3
f2 +

2

3
f3 + f4 +

2

3
f5 +

1

3
f6 (6.1)

where ft denotes the news reports in month t.

We also have information about each household�s media habits and construct a

household speci�c index based on how many editions out of 7 weekly editions of

a particular newspaper the household reads. Information indices are constructed

for each particular newspaper and are matched with indices of household media use.

Finally the media use indices are multiplied with the newspaper speci�c information

indices and summed over newspapers to construct household speci�c information

indices regarding �sh generally and fatty �sh speci�cally.

We select on households being observed for all 24 quarters and having all the

media information we employ; this gives a sample size of 600 households. We then

select on households purchasing �sh for at least 12 quarters out of the 24 which leaves

a sample size of 505 households. This selection leaves us with a non-representative

sample which, obviously, buys more �sh than the average household. Single males

14As already noted above there is virtually no news in our data that clearly presents it self as
being about lean �sh.
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are dramatically under-represented and single females are rather over-represented.

Additionally our sample is older and slightly less educated than the nationally rep-

resentative household.

7. Results

7.1. The �t of the preferred model

We began with estimates of the general unrestricted model as given in (4.3) and

(4.4). This model has 32 parameters to be estimated. Since we have 42 auxiliary

parameters for �tting, the over�identifying (OI) test statistic has 10 degrees of free-

dom. The value of the OI test statistic is 38:8 which is a formal rejection of the

general model. However, the �t looks worse since many of the ap�s are so tightly

estimated so that even small deviations appear to be statistically signi�cant.15 As

well as the portmanteau OI test, we also keep 5 auxiliary parameters back to test

for deviations from the general model. The goodness of �t test for these is 4:9 which

indicates that the restrictions arising from the the Cobb-Douglas form are not re-

jected. This also implies that there are no more dynamics in the news variables and

no serial correlation that is not accounted for.

Given the estimates of the unrestricted model, we then conducted a general to

speci�c speci�cation search in which we sequentially removed the coe¢ cient with

the lowest t-value. This lead us to drop 10 parameters from the general model.

The preferred model has 22 parameters and an OI test statistic of 44:7 implying a

quasi-likelihood ratio �2 (10) statistic of 5:9. The most important restriction from

this speci�cation search is that we excluded three heterogeneity coe¢ cients in the

e¤ect of the fatty �sh news; that is, �41 =  41 =  42 = 0 in (4.4). Including the

most signi�cant of these, �41, in the preferred speci�cation gave a decrease of 0:8in

the criterion. All of the other parameters are heterogeneous. The only signi�cant

demographic in the initial value equation (4.3) is age, with older households having

a higher budget share for fatty �sh.

7.2. Parameter estimates

In Table 7.1 we present the parameter estimates for the distribution parameters in

(4.4). The implications of these estimates are presented in the next subsection. An

important feature of the parameter estimates is that the estimate for the homo-

15For example, the ap for the proportion of zeros in the pooled data (�40) has values of 0:330
and 0:355 for the data sample and the simulated sample respectively. The standard error is 0:010
so the di¤erence has a t-value of 2:3.
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Parameter Estimate se
�10 0:11 0:05
�20 0:12 0:04
�30 �0:88 0:02
�40 0:10 0:03
�50 �0:07 0:02
�60 �0:13 0:02
�11 0:29 0:04
�21 0:17 0:07
�31 0:14 0:04
 11 �1:57 0:27
 21 0:15 0:06
 31 0:08 0:04
 51 �0:10 0:02
 61 �0:04 0:02
 22 �0:74 0:09
 62 �0:06 0:02
� (�100) 0:74 0:10
c3 �0:04 0:14
c4 �0:01 0:14
�0 �0:44 0:14
�11 0:10 0:02
�2 �0:85 0:22

Table 7.1: Distribution parameter estimates

geneous fatty �sh news coe¢ cient (�40) is positive (0:1) and highly signi�cant (a

t-value of 4:0)16. We �nd no evidence of heterogeneity in the response of budget

shares to fatty �sh news. This does not seem to be due to lack of power since the

mean e¤ect is quite precisely estimated. Another important feature of our estimates

is that the estimated mean of the general news e¤ect (�50 ) is negative (�0:07) and
also highly signi�cant. There is clear evidence of heterogeneity in this e¤ect since

the corresponding heterogeneity coe¢ cient is highly signi�cant.

Table 7.2 presents the marginal distributions of the model parameters that dis-

play some heterogeneity (except for the unimportant �rst quarter dummy). As can

be seen, the general news coe¢ cient () has a negative median but with 25% of the

sample having a positive e¤ect and a substantial part of the sample having an e¤ect

close to zero. Another important feature of the results is that the auto-regressive

parameter (�) is not widely dispersed about zero.

Table 7.3 presents the correlations of the heterogeneous model parameters. As we

would expect in a two factor model, there is a good deal of co-dependence between

16If we include the (insigni�cant) heterogeneity term �41, 98%of the distribution for � is positive.
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Parameter 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

� �0:29 �0:07 0:13 0:33 0:54
� 0:36 0:39 0:42 0:46 0:49
� �0:26 �0:11 0:07 0:24 0:38
 �0:20 �0:14 �0:07 �0:00 0:05

Table 7.2: Marginal distributions of model parameters

� � � 

� 1 � � �
� 0:86 1 � �
� 0:38 0:38 1 �
 �0:79 �0:59 �0:33 1

Table 7.3: Correlations for model parameters

the parameters. In particular, those with a high budget share (� large) cut back

more on the proportion spent on fatty �sh when they hear good general news.

7.3. Economic implications

In the following we compare the reactions of consumers with a high budget share

of fatty �sh to the reactions of low budget share consumers when they receive news

about the health e¤ects of eating �sh. We do this because we expect that consumers

who buy a lot of fatty �sh will be better informed about the health e¤ects of eating

fatty �sh then consumers who seldom buy them. This is likely to be the case if taste

preferences explain why some consumers eat little fatty �sh, because these consumers

would then have little incentive to investigate about fatty �sh. Prior studies about

how knowledgeable �sh consumers are about health e¤ects of eating �sh �nd such

a positive correlation between knowledge and consumption (e.g. Verbecke et al

2007, Pieniak et al 2008). However, we cannot a priori rule out that a negative (or

zero) correlation could apply in our sample. A negative correlation could result if

consumers who care about health and therefor investigate about fatty �sh �nd them

to be less healthy than lean �sh and for this reason decide not to eat them. We do

not have any measures of consumers knowledge in our data, however, the consumer

reactions to general health news we see in our study are consistent with a positive

correlation and inconsistent with a negative correlation.

To interpret consumer reactions to news we use the equivalent price e¤ect. This

e¤ect is given by equation (3.11) as the change in the fatty �sh price that would

be needed to cause a short run demand reaction equal to the estimated demand

reaction to one news item. Figure 7.1 presents the estimated short run equivalent
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Figure 7.1: The price equivalents for general and speci�c news

price e¤ects of fatty �sh news and general news against the budget share for fatty

�sh.17

We see that general health news (the solid curve in �gure 7.1) a¤ects the fatty

�sh budget share over most of the budget share span with positive news a¤ecting

consumption like a reduction in the fatty �sh price for low budget share consumers

and like a price increase for fatty �sh for those who eat relatively more fatty �sh.

Thus low budget share consumers perceive general health news as mostly relevant for

fatty �sh while the reverse is true for high budget share consumers. This suggests

that consumers who eat little fatty �sh perceive these �sh to be relatively more

healthy (compared to lean �sh) then do consumers who eat a lot of fatty �sh. The

implication of this is that the reason these consumers eat relatively little fatty �sh

cannot be that they perceive these �sh to be less healthy. This would seem to rules

out a negative correlation between knowledge about and consumption of fatty �sh

in our data set. The reason these consumers eat less fatty �sh must instead be their

taste preferences. This makes it likely that our sample is characterized by the same

positive correlation between knowledge and consumption as found in other studies

of �sh consumers.

Turning to the e¤ect of speci�c fatty �sh news (the broken curve in �gure 7.1),

17The budget share values have been trimmed below at 0:05 and above at 0:6 for presentational
convenience.
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Percentile of budget share 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

Budget share for fatty �sh 0:05 0:15 0:28 0:44 0:61
Dynamic parameter � �0:26 �0:11 �0:07 0:24 0:38

Table 7.4: How consumers dynamic reactions depend on their fatty �sh budget share

we see that the price e¤ect is always negative (the qualitatively �correct�reaction).

However, the magnitude of equivalent price e¤ect is over six times greater for con-

sumers with a low fatty �sh budget share (of 0:1) than for consumers with a high

budget share (of 0:61). This implies that consumers with a low budget share of fatty

�sh consider news about this type of �sh to be substantially more important than

consumers who eat a lot of this type of �sh. Thus, rather than ignoring fatty �sh

news, it appears that low budget share consumers react more than high budget share

consumers. This suggests that the low budget share consumers who most likely are

less well informed then high budget share consumers would seem to be overreacting

to the fatty �sh health information they receive.

Looking at consumers dynamic reactions the �rst important result (already noted

above) is that the heterogenous dynamic adjustment parameter, �, is distributed

around zero. Thus long run e¤ects are fairly close to the immediate e¤ects of in-

formation implying that most consumers focus on current news items and attach

relatively little weight to past news items. This speci�cally implies that virtually no

consumers acts like a Bayesian updater.

However, there is a noticeable di¤erence in how consumers adjust their immediate

reaction to news over time depending on their fatty �sh budget share. Recall that

the interpretation of � values greater than and less than zero as consumers with

moderated and exaggerated immediate reactions to news respectively. This is shown

in table 7.4 where mean values of the dynamic adjustment parameter � for consumers

with di¤erent fatty �sh budget shares are presented. We see that consumers with

high fatty �sh budget shares have a tendency in the Bayesian direction. They exhibit

�moderated�immediate reactions to news (� > 0) that increase in the long run (by

20�30%) if the news loading increase persists. Consumers with low fatty �sh budget
share on the other hand exhibit �exaggerated�immediate reactions (� < 0) that are

reduced in the long run (by 10 � 20%) even if the news loading increase persists.
Although the magnitude of these dynamic e¤ects is small the di¤erence in sign is

signi�cant. This reinforces the impression that consumers who eat little fatty �sh

are less knowledgeable about fatty �sh health e¤ects then consumers who eat a lot

of fatty �sh and that the consumers most likely to be ignorant of fatty �sh health

e¤ects tend to overreact to fatty �sh health news.
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8. Conclusions

Using a unique consumer panel we estimate a model of how food consumers use

health information concerning the consumption of �sh. The model allows for het-

erogeneity across households in basic preference parameters and in both short run

and long run impacts of health information.

Our results suggest that some consumers react to health information on a knowl-

edgeable background while others are less knowledgeable (or �rationally ignorant�).

This is in line with the conclusions and speculations in many prior studies of con-

sumer reactions to information about long term health e¤ects. However, our results

contrast the dominant prior �nding (or in many cases the presumption/interpretation)

that rationally ignorant consumers are inattentive to such information and therefore

do not react to it. We �nd that the consumers most likely to be rationally ignorant in

our sample react more dramatically to news than the consumers who most likely are

well informed. This resembles the over-reaction we see in some food scares, though

it is much less dramatic. It seems that in our sample many ignorant consumers are

concerned about health and appear to overreact to health information.

This suggests that there may generally be an important segment of uninformed

food buyers who both misinterpret and overreact to �run of the mill�health infor-

mation. Taking account of this type of consumer reaction when designing public

information strategies and regulations about health information may be important

in many cases. This could, for example, be important to consider when issuing

public health warnings or other public information about the health e¤ects of food

consumption. This could also be important to consider when designing food mar-

keting regulations such as the EU regulations currently being implemented which

will allow food producers to make health claims on their products. If ignorant con-

sumers do not react to such health information then it will not harm them. Further

if such claims help knowledgeable consumers in their choice then the directive may

improved consumer welfare. However, if there is a signi�cant segment of ignorant

consumers who tend to overreact to health information then allowing pro�t focussed

�rms and talented marketing specialists to send health messages to these consumers

may be problematic.
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